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Artworks in Progress
The Restoration, Reception and Requalification of Things

by Noémie Étienne

The Vzerge aw Zapm (Mat/orma wZ/7z RahhZf) is a famous

painting by Titian on exhibit at the Louvre Museum in
Paris (Fig. 1). Restored many times since created in the
16"" century, the painting's right side, according to the
conservation file that I consulted in Versailles, has been

slightly truncated. A shape on the right edge excited
the curiosity of conservators at the end of 20® century

(Fig. 2)2 during a conservation campaign in the 1990s,
it was determined to be the result of a 19® century re-
painting.^ According to a committee report of January
17,1991, «the participants' attention is drawn to a motif
shaped like a rabbit, whose body is cut off at its extremity
at the bottom right side of the painting. Ms. Malpel notes
that the fur's white paint layer is very worn out, and that

Fig. 1 La Vierge aw Za/?zn, Titian, 1530. Oil on canvas, 71X 87 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Inv. 743. © LAE 2507, C2RMF, Elsa
Lambert, 04/06/07.
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Fig. 2 La Fzerge au /apz'w, Titian, 1530. Oil on canvas,
71 X 87 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Inv. 743. © LAE 2528,
C2RMF, Eisa Lambert, 04/06/07.

the green background appears at the level of the animal's
back. She is about to take away some very hardened lay-
ers of repainting, on the back end of the body, mainly
on the tail.» And further: «According to the Washing-
ton National Gallery's David Bull, who recently visited
the Titians as well as Veronese's Wedding Feast at Cana,
the cut rabbit on the right could be a squash later 'rear-
ranged' into a rabbit.»

Facing a form the restorer from the 19"* century could
not recognize, he/she was probably somewhat perplexed.
In order to restore the painting, an option had to be de-
termined and a vision proposed. What could this shape
be and how should it look? Nor was the restorer the only
one confronted with these questions. Around 1800, the
manner in which this particular painting was perceived
changed many times. Indeed, various engravings show
diverse interpretations of this same detail: these were
probably done after the painting was cut, yet before it
was repainted. In the reproduction published by Landon
at the beginning of the 19"* century, the detail at the right
looks like a stone with pumpkin leaves (Fig. 3). In the
engraving published in 1810 by Antoine-Michel Filhol,
the same element appears differently, this time looking
more like a squash (Fig. 4). Finally, in her sketch of the
painting in the Louvre Palace in the early 19"* century,

the English painter Maria Cosway simply ignored the
problematic part (Fig. 5).

In this paper, I shall examine the ways conservation
informs us about art and challenges art history as a dis-
cipline. I argue that conservation practices and interven-
tions play an essential role in our understanding of art
history. Restoration is dependent upon specific percep-
tions, as the anecdote above illustrates, but also upon
ideas and ideologies. First, drawing an example from
the 18"* century, I will show that the debates surround-
ing conservation allow art historians to understand how
paintings were perceived and sometimes recreated at a

precise moment and place. Next, I will demonstrate the
connection between restoration and vision. Finally, I will
end my paper with a problematic example drawn from
the conservation of Native American artifacts. The di-
verSity of these case studies demonstrates the breadth of
conservation practices, and how objects' identities may
emerge from these material negotiations. From this per-
spective, I am interested in all the manipulations that
transform the material condition of objects. I take into
account not only interventions devoted to conserving or
even «saving» artworks, but also those that aim at achiev-
ing a particular appearance and aesthetic. Studying the

way works of art have been treated and manipulated also

points to how they have been perceived, recreated and
reinvented. I therefore suggest that attention to gestures,
materials and techniques, as well as to the people work-
ing between the artists, the paintings and their public,
may be more than an efficient way to «repopulate the art
worlds,» in the words of Bruno Latour - i.e. to shed light
on all the «intermediaries» sometimes neglected in art
history. It also produces new perspectives on the tradi-
tional questions of art history.

An Agitated Swr/ace wpon w/zic/z Lz'g/zt Plays'

Let us begin with a debate concerning restoration in-
terventions during the 18"* century. The materiality of
artworks was a major issue during the Enlightenment.
Indeed, beginning in the 1750s, new techniques and in-
novative products were created in Europe specifically
to save paintings or improve their appearance. Their
use raised discussions concerning the restoration of
paintings, since these manipulations transformed ob-
jects in unusual and sometimes controversial ways.
Further, technical discussions invited artists, restor-
ers and writers to define the properties of a work of
art. How did viewers perceive paintings during the 18"*

century? How did material practices relate to theoreti-
cal questions in the Fine Arts? In 1755, Diderot pub-
lished a pamphlet entitled L'/zistoire et le secret de la

peinture en cire (77ze idisfory and Secret o/ Wax Paint-
ing) (Fig. 6). Diderot focused on an invention by the
contemporary painter Jean-Jacques Bachelier.^ He re-
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Fig. 3 Lfl Zwjz'MZe Famz'Z/e,
zZz'Ze Za Fzerge a« Zapz«, after
Titian. In: Landon, Vz'es eZ

cezzvres des PezMZres Zes pZzzs

céZèôres, de Zoz/Zes /es écoZes

1803-1809, pl. 2.

Fig. 4 La SainZe Pam/ZZe,
dz'Ze Za Fzerge azz Zapz«, after
Titian. In: Joseph Lavallée,
Ga/er/e da Mzzsée ZVapo/éon,
Filhol, 11 vol. t. 7,1810.
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Fig. 5 La Sainte Larazïfe,
dzte /a Vierge aa /apm, af-
ter Titian, Maria Cosway,
drawing, c. 1800.

ferred to Bachelier's discovery of a new type of wax
polish, called «waxed water»: «To his surprise, when
the waxed water had dried he found his painting matte,
capable of producing an illusion, as well as pleasing to
the eye at any point or distance, and with a soft consist-

ency that soothes the eyes, and that gives the viewer
the full advantage of enjoying all the action painted on
canvas, the light no longer favoring one part at the ex-

pense of another.»'' According to Diderot, Bachelier's
varnish was close to the product used by the ancient
Greek painter Apelles and described by Pliny as in-
tended to «temper colors» and make them less «flow-
ery».® Varnish was expected to show the painting be-
hind a veil and play the role of a mute («sourdine»). In
his text, Diderot developed many rhetorical arguments
that became fopoz in the discussions about varnish:
the substance was to «absorb the excessive gaiety of
colors»; «enrich them by lending them austerity» and,
finally, to act like the «interposition of clear water,
fresh and innocent.»® The word «innocent» recurs in
the discussions, implying that a varnish can be guilty of
changing the appearance of paintings. Consequently,
Diderot argued that oily varnishes disturbed his appre-
hension of an artwork: the surface was not visible at a

glance but broken by the reflected light. The idea that
a bright varnish induces a fragmented vision reoccurs
in the years following the publication of Diderot's text.
Hardly visible, a painting seems almost destroyed by
the substance.

Thus, Diderot's praise of waxed water accommodated
specific aesthetic affirmations. When glossy, the surface
appeared to the viewer, revealing the materiality of the
artifact: «A detestable shine warns us constantly that we
stand before a canvas.» The painting itself was said to
become «an agitated fluid surface upon which a flicker-
ing light plays.» The refracted light on a painting shat-
ters the impression of transparency desired by Diderot.
The illusion of depth is lost and the artificiality of art
is amplified. In short, the gloss goes against the expe-
rience that Diderot expected of a painting. The author
described his visit to various art galleries, where he re-
gretted not being able to enjoy the intrinsic properties of
the paintings: «The whole harmony of art is smothered
in them; their overall harmony is almost completely de-

stroyed. We look in vain for the prestige of the sort of
aerial perspective that detaches the body... that, along
a flat surface, sinks the eye into amazing depths; that
cancels not the evenness but the very existence of said
surface; and that, strongly capturing the imagination,
walks it around the body»L According to the French
Philosopher, art is the experience of imagination pass-
ing through the window of a painting. This artistic ex-

perience is reminiscent of Leon Battista Alberti's defi-
nition of a painting as a window open onto the world.
However, underscoring the «existence of the surface,»
the glossy varnish also emphasized the painting's ma-
teriality and fictional value. In this regard, the gloss de-

stroyed the artistic effect itself as understood by Diderot
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around 1755.^ This argument challenges to some extent
Michael Fried's analysis of Diderot's later writings (£s-
va/ sur /a peinture, 1765). Indeed, Fried described Di-
derot's position as a fundamentally «non-Albertian»
(i.e. in denial of linear perspective as beginning at the

eye of the spectator). On the contrary, Diderot clearly
refers to Alberti's window.®

The quest for perfectibility in the field of restoration
characterized Diderot's period and encouraged experi-
ments with new products. But these interventions were
also based on a more general conception of what an art-
work should be. The philosopher spoke out against the
spreading taste for shiny pictures, deploring the «eye bias-
es» («les préjugés des yeux») that prevailed in the French
capital."' His conception demanded the transformation
of a large number of paintings. Restoration became a

simple and practical way to give the desired appearance
to artworks. At that point, technical discussions brought
artists, restorers and writers to define the properties of a

work of art. Thus debates on restoration practices have

proven useful for more than the mere development of
material solutions. Insofar as many decisions change an
object's physical structure, they also raise issues and de-
bates that expose not only existing theoretical views, but
also participate in creating new convictions.

Fig. 6 [DENIS DIDEROT] LTw'ito/re et /e secret de /a pe/utwre
en ctre, s.l. n.d. [1755],

Potenf/a/ /mages

Restoration is a particular case of critical interven-
tion, where the spectator acts by imposing his/her own
hand and interpretation on the material artwork, thus
transforming it in a very lasting, if not irreversible, way.
One could describe this process as choosing a version
of the painting. As such, restoration practices activate
a potential imaged" these are not only created in the
spectator's mind or perception, but represent actual
changes in the appearance and function of an object. In
the mid-1990s, a discussion took place in the Conserva-
tion Studio of the Louvre. The former director, Pierre
Rosenberg, was surprised by an unidentified shape in
a painting by the French 17'" century painter Eustache
Le Sueur: «During his last visit, P.R. was perplexed by
a blue-gray formless mass under Saint Bruno's shoulder.
An engraving and a drawing show that it may be a hat:
the allusion to this form was hence proposed»" (Fig. 7).
Faced with many possibilities and options, the conserva-
tion team had to decide which path to pursue. Basing
their decision on prints, various experts came to the con-
elusion that it was probably a hat. Clearly, this conclusion
transformed the painting. Restorers perceived a singular
shape, but also imprinted their perceptions on the mate-
rial artwork itself. Thus, their particular perception had
a broader effect: their perception of - and action on - the

painting transformed how the work will be seen by fu-
ture viewers. Here, the restorer does not only actualize a

potential image - and thereby impose his own reading of
it - but also directs the artwork's reception. In such cas-

es, retouching is a reproductive moment of the artwork:
no external medium is involved, as with prints, rather the
object itself becomes its own reproduction.

This reflection invites us to question the notions of in-
terpretation and authorship." An interesting compari-
son can be made with music. The sociologist Antoine
Hennion emphasizes how Bach has been played over and

over again, in many different ways, depending on other
contextual factors. He demonstrates that the argument
for the purest interpretation is a historically situated and

fundamentally modern position." Interpretations are
versions of the score, but they are also part of an art-
work's life. Their mediation is necessary to provide oth-
ers with access to the music. An analogy can be made to
painting restoration. A painting is not only the original
material object created by an artist long ago, it is also a

material object that we can access in a museum today,
and that is seen only through its successive updates and
restorations. These determine its very existence and vis-

ibility. However, musicians own rights to their interpre-
tations. In this vein, Cecilia Gimenez, whose amateur
repainting of an image of Jesus in her local church made

headlines, negotiated the rights to a certain amount of
money coming from the sale of souvenirs based on the
«restored» painting. In some way, her authority on the

;
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Fig. 7 Arrivée <ie Saiwf fire-
reo à GrereoWe, c/iez Saint
T/tigrees, Eustache Le Sueur,
1645-1648. Transferred from
panel to canvas by F.-T. Hac-
quin, 193 X 130 cm, Musée du
Louvre, Paris, INV 8033.
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current painting is acknowledged: she owns something,
as a co-author or interpreter of the image.

Aside from this rather humorous story, let me point out
that questioning the line between reception and creation
in the field of conservation also challenges the basis of art
history. Is the restorer a co-author? Is a restored paint-
ing only a potential version of itself? In that case, should

we, as it sometimes happens in Italy, put the name of the
conservator on the work's label to make that person's
hand and work more visible? Unavoidably, paintings
are the products of many hands and many interventions.
This reflection challenges the idea that the restoration

process brings back the «original». Most conservators
are fully aware of this. Yet many sponsors and patrons
still promote the idea of «a return to the 'real Michel-
angelo/da Vinci'». Such was the case in France with the
intervention on Leonardo da Vinci's Saint-Anne. It can
hardly be argued that this painting brings us back to the
time of da Vinci: certain parts have been repainted over
the centuries; others have been repeatedly cleaned over.
Some areas are simply lost, for various reasons. In order
to better describe this process, I used the term «actual-
ization» rather than such words as restoration or even
conservation. Interventions actualize an image, under-
scoring to what extent an artwork can be understood as

a continuum, a succession of its many versions, and with-
out any possibility of returning to the past. The painting
that hangs before our eyes today simply reconciles the
past with the expectations of a 2L< century viewer. The
point here is not to critique the intervention itself, but to
suggest that conservation allows art historians to break
away from certain problematic notions, such as original-
ity and authenticity, and to look differently at the paint-
ings facing them.

Living Objecto

The idea that restoration actualizes a potential version
of a painting leads us to ask whether conservation may
also actualize a potential identity of an object. In this
last part of my paper, I would like to take a look at the
conservation of very different objects from those dis-
cussed above: what might be termed «Native American
art», or sometimes «anthropological objects»." In this
context, conservation not only changes the appearance
of an object and its symbolic or economic value but, in
fact, the object's ontological definition. Material trans-
formations and uses made of the artifact provide it with
various identities during the course of its life. Through
this last example, I would like to stress the great extent
to which conservation is really a part of this process, in
the form of an active and powerful action.

In the early 1990s, an American report on conserva-
tion methods examined the conservation and restoration
of objects in the Smithsonian National Museum of the

American Indian (NMAI) in Washington DC and New
York City. That Institution seeks to offer an alternative
to regular ethnographic museums, proposing new forms
of conservation practices and new rules on preservation
issues. In the 1990s, a report called «The Way of the
People» was commissioned from Fentwn, Scott Brown
and Associates' (the firm founded by architects Robert
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown). This report provides
substantial interviews of individuals from Native Ameri-
can communities. It notes that certain elders of the First
Nations claimed the agency of their artifacts, requesting
the museum to preserve the objects' life and power by
providing the necessary elements for their survival, like
food" or fresh air in storage rooms without hygrométrie
control." At this point, the curators and conservators of
Western museums worried a great deal over the prolif-
eration of insects and bacteria as a consequence of intro-
ducing people, smoke or liquid into the storage rooms.
Meanwhile, the curators and conservators were often ac-
cused by Native Peoples of destroying their artifacts by
refusing them their appropriate care.

These specific methods of conservation are encouraged
by Native People based on the life and power attributed
to things. In other words, these wishes are legitimated by
arguing a specific definition of the artifacts as powerful
and alive." This special quality also implies certain con-
servation norms in the use of particular materials, as well
as in storage means. It becomes clear from this example
that the conception of what conservation to - and basically
if it to conservation or wot - is directly related to an under-

standing of the object." However, conservation is not only
a form of reception as I mentioned before: it also happens
to be a form of recreation and requalification, with an ac-
tive effect. Some people might view a conservation effort
as violence towards a living object, others as a step taken
toward its continued material existence: but restoration is

part of a transformation process. Then, the value and the

identity of the artifact are changed by their various ma-
nipulations.^ A «thing» may become an «ethnographic
artifact», or similarly be seen as «dead», «alive», «fake»,

or «authentic» according to the nature and context of the
intervention.^ Thus, restoration and conservation are
specific forms of reception that relate to the singular defi-
nition of the object. They also modify the things, in this
case changing their vitality and power. Restoration and
conservation recreate a potential object, attributing to it
one particular identity among many possibilities.

Ways o/Existing

I argue that restoration updates the object and changes
its modes d'existence (ways o/ existing), in the words of
the French philosopher Etienne Souriau. In his book Les

di//erents modes d'existence (1943), Souriau suggests
that such different ways of existing hold true for persons

ZAK, Band 71, Heft 1/2014 11



as well as for artworks, e.g. as much for a grandfather as

for a pipe. In Souriau's view, this depends on the con-
text, but also on what is done to an object, on how it is

manipulated, and how it resists - mostly materially - this
treatment. He uses the term «instauration» to describe
the introduction of a new «mode d'existence» in the life
of objects and human beings. I suggest that restoration
is also part of this instanratzon process.22 Indeed, in this
sense, the objects - Native American artifacts as well as

Western paintings - reveal themselves to be perpetual
works in progress, continually produced and reproduced
by an endless process of transformation. They acquire
different meanings according to the way they are materi-
ally treated and transformed.

Analyzing restoration and conservation processes in
the history of art and material culture shows us that cer-
tain objects have potential modes d'existence; they can
be many things, successively or at the same time. The
study of restoration history reveals that these ways of
being are not abstractly decided, but empirically negoti-
ated, as a result of various manipulations, debates, cases
and actions. Thus, the function of a painting is defined
less by its intrinsic properties than by the way it changes,
and by the way such change is perceived and evaluated.
Material transformations follow one another, and an ob-
ject can assume different identities and qualities succès-
sively or simultaneously during its life span. Its défini-
tion is the result of a process, temporary and reversible,
which does not exhaust all its meanings and functions.^
Various disciplines have pointed out how the function
of an object as a commodity may embody but a moment
of its existence.24 In this perspective, one can address
artworks as artifacts whose existence and function are
frequently renegotiated. If artworks are transformed
through restoration, and if the technical innovations in
the field encourage a redefinition of their function, these
redefinitions remain but a step in the life of things.

The «material turn» in art history allows us to do
more than ask technical questions, such as how some-
thing is done or how it is used. It also presents a way to
rethink the more traditional questions of art history and
aesthetics, such as: What is an artwork? What is a paint-
ing? These questions require not only the usual theo-
retical approach, but also a closer look at the material
objects themselves, along with the people, actions and

displays that shape them.^ The ontological definition of
a painting is not only a theoretical issue: it is also ad-
dressed in front of the objects, or when an intervention
is decided or carried out. Based on the study of practices
and writings, the history of conservation invites us to
challenge the opposition, frequently drawn in art his-
tory, between material culture studies and more criti-
cal and theoretical approaches to art. As Daniel Miller
has already suggested in the field of anthropology,2® the
dichotomy that sometimes structures the Humanities
and distinguishes, for example, the history of ideas from

technical art history seems today irrelevant. Thought is
housed within things and produced by physical gestures:
the study of restoration blurs the dividing line that is of-
ten drawn between speculative art history and technical
approaches.
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SUMMARY RÉSUMÉ

For art historians who are not directly involved in the préserva-
tion of a heritage and who, luckily, are not obliged to practice
interventions on works, restoration is a marvelous study subject.
An object's transformations with an eye to ensuring its preser-
vation, notably any retouches, open the way to discussions that
are of at once historical and methodological interest. From the
methodological viewpoint, restoration enables us to highlight
the extent to which objects represent a «continuum» - material
things perpetually undergoing transformation and whose form
is not frozen. On the one hand, their appearance is submitted to
perpetual reactualizations; on the other, products of our mate-
rial culture are endowed with a plurality of potential and latent
modes of existence: throughout their lifespan in space and time,
they become at times masterpieces, museum objects, decorative
elements, and more still. Restoration studies highlight the po-
tential links between these various existence modes, depending
on the given contexts and persons to which they are submitted.

Pour l'historien de l'art qui n'est pas directement impliqué
dans la préservation du patrimoine et qui a la chance de ne pas
devoir intervenir sur les œuvres, la restauration constitue un
merveilleux sujet de recherche. Les transformations de l'objet
réalisées dans le cadre d'une restauration, et en particulier les
retouches, donnent lieu à un débat de fond dont l'intérêt est
à la fois historique et méthodologique. Du point de vue de la
méthodologie précisément, la restauration permet de souligner
à quel point les œuvres d'art sont des « continuums », des objets
matériels qui sont en perpétuelle mutation et dont la forme
n'est pas figée. D'un côté, leur apparence est sans cesse réac-
tualisée. De l'autre, elles présentent également une pluralité de
modes d'existence, potentiels et latents : elles peuvent être, tout
au long de leur vie dans l'espace comme dans le temps, tour à

tour chefs-d'œuvre, objets de musée, éléments décoratifs, etc.
L'étude de la restauration souligne les liens possibles entre ces
différents modes d'existence, mais aussi leur simultanéité, en
fonction des contextes et des personnes qui s'occupent de ces
œuvres.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Für Kunsthistorikerinnen und Kunsthistoriker, die nicht direkt
mit der Restaurierung von Kulturgütern beauftragt und in der
glücklichen Lage sind, keine Interventionen an den Objekten
vornehmen zu müssen, stellt die Restaurierung ein wunderba-
res Forschungsgebiet dar. Die Veränderungen am Kulturgut,
die anlässlich einer Restaurierung, insbesondere bei Ausbesse-

rungen, vorgenommen werden, bieten immer wieder Anlass zu
fachlichen Diskussionen, die von historischem wie auch metho-
dischem Interesse sind. Vom methodischen Gesichtspunkt aus
zeigt die Restaurierung, in welchem Ausmass das Kulturgut ein
«Kontinuum» darstellt, wie sich materielle Objekte in einem
fortlaufenden Umwandlungsprozess befinden und damit keine
starre Form aufweisen. Einerseits wird deren Erscheinungsbild
einer steten Erneuerung unterzogen, andererseits schlummern
in diesen Kulturgütern stets auch vielfältigere Ausdrucksfor-
men: sie können durch die Zeiten hindurch sowohl Meister-
werke als auch Museumsobjekte, dekorative Elemente und
Weiteres mehr sein. Das Fachgebiet der Restaurierung richtet
sein Augenmerk auf die möglichen Verbindungslinien dieser
verschiedenen Funktionsweisen eines Objekts, je nach spezifi-
schem Kontext und den Personen, die sich damit befassen.

RIASSUNTO

Per gli storici dell'arte non direttamente coinvolti nella preser-
vazione del patrimonio culturale e che, fortunatamente, non
devono intervenire sui reperti, il restauro è un meraviglioso
oggetto di studio. Le trasformazioni dell'oggetto realizzate
nella prospettiva della sua preservazione, e, in particolare,
il processo di ritocco danno seguito a discussioni che sono di
natura storica ma anche metodologico. In tal modo il restauro
consente di sottolineare a che punto un'opera d'arte costitui-
sea un «continuum», di oggetti materiali in perpétua trasfor-
mazione, senza una forma e una funzione fisse. Da un lato, la
loro apparenza è soggetta ad aggiornamenti continui, dall'altra
costituiscono un'insieme di modalité di esistenza potenziali
e latenti. Nel corso della loro vita, nello spazio e nel tempo
possono infatti diventare delle volte dei capolavori, oggetti di
museo, elementi decorativi ecc. Lo studio del restauro deve
delle volte sottolineare il Potenziale legame che esiste fra que-
ste modalité di esistenza, ma anche fra la loro simultanéité a

dipendenza del contesto e delle persone cui sono state affidate.
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